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Lucian Baneâ€™s inner Dom is out of control and hungry for things he canâ€™t name. When he
signs up for Dom Wars, he meets Tara who is naive to the BDSM world. Her reckless dominance
and puritan heart fascinate him. But when he discovers the pain in her past, it unleashes his true
Dom within. This book set includes Round 4, 5, and 6
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Round 4It's time for Lucian Bane to face those demons. This time around we get to see the
vulnerability that Lucian keeps well hidden. Most of the series Tara was the one who needed to be
protected and Lucian needed to break through those walls. This time tho Tara is the one protecting
Lucian. It was a great change to the protector turn into the protected. Tara does it with all she has. I
am so excited to see Round 5 and find out where Bane takes us next.Round 5This is my favorite
installment of the series so far. I loved how the team of three works together not only just to
complete there mission, but to be there to lean on each other. The Preacher was an amazing
character! This round made me laugh, cry, swoon, and surprised me! I can't wait to find out what is
in store for these characters in the next round!Round 6This is it Tara and Lucian go into the final
round along with the Preacher. This round was heart pounding suspense from start to finish! Of

course the erotic scenes are amazing. Bane's scenes always are! The bond that the foursome has
created is just amazing to me. You have to be dominated in order to dominate. The foursome didn't
just blindly follow the top dom. They trusted him, because he earned that trust. It takes a strong
person to give up control. These couples aren't, what I consider a, Dom/Sub couple. They are each
strong enough in themselves to be lead and strong enough to lead when they needed to. This was
an amazing series of strength and love. I can't wait to follow these characters into the next series.

I've been an avid reader since I was a kid, always lounging for a well told story that easily kept my
attention, surprised me at every turn, engaged all my senses and emotions and left me with that
awed WOW-feeling of satisfaction at the end of it all. Lucian Bane and Aden Lowe have just joined
the esteemed ranks of my favored writers. What a saga, so many intricate twists and turns, so much
ethos and heart and the constant heat, chemistry and love at the heart of this week told series was
exceptional.My only complaint is the ending, post island felt very rushed and didn't match the tenor,
rhythm and attention to details that we received all along. Thankfully, TWKD was just released to
continue this story and hopefully answer some much needed questions like, what about Steve's
award, what happened to Danielle, anything more from Preacher and Becca, etc.Even with the less
than dragging final chapter, this series went well above expectations. I'm surpassed it didn't get the
same acclaim as FSOG, for both the stories and the author. I can't wait to read much more from
Lucian Bane!!

After the first three books, I found myself immediately online to purchase 4,5,&6. The books only got
better! The authors take you on a literal journey, following the characters and introducing new
characters as well. We follow their story as they discover new truths about themselves & their
companions! This is a a well-constructed series with a backdrop of BDSM written with depth and
intrigue!

They just keep getting better and better!!! Lucian is brilliant with his writing style. Lucian, Tara and
Steve are back for more. In these 3 books, they grow so much! They love that blossomed in books
1-3 is back and hotter than ever. Lucian and Tara learn to rely on each other, their instincts and
friends to get them past those who wish them harm. The scenes are HOT, the suspense thrilling,
the humor will have you in stitches.Tara, Lucian and Steve will be punished by the Top Dom for their
past sins. Preacher will teach them all so much. This is a hard man, but find out what made him that
way. The experience of book 5 (HILARIOUS BOOK!!!) will help keep them alive in book 6 where a

mix of Survivor and Hunger Games comes into play...but with plenty of steamy sex. Lucian held
nothing back when writing these books!

This series has broken through my reader's block!!! It offers a unique story line and well-developed
characters and hits all the feels. DW is full of adventure and antics, humor and pain, love and hate
and more and more love. The ride this takes the reader on is twisting, turning, bumpy, smooth, fast,
sexy and hot!!! But it doesn't end here! I can't wait to start the next in the series- White Knight Dom
Academy.

This book 4, 5 and 6 of Dom Wars was not quite as good as the first 3. Though it was good in its
own way Book four I had already read and loved which is where the 4th star came from. Book 5 I
felt lack something in the story. It felt incomplete or less than dealing with any aspect of Dominant
and submission. Same with book 6, I felt that it strayed off the mark of what I expected of a story of
Dominant and submission Wars would be. But hey I could be all wrong. This was just my feeling for
the story. I did love the authors writing style though. Very entertaining to say the least. I would
recommend this series to a friend or enemy alike. LOL. A worth while story to read even with the
somewhat weird endings of 5 & 6.Dawn

Ok, here it goes... I started first by reading Ruin by Lucian Bane because it popped up as a
suggested book and it quickly lead to me reading every book he has written. However, I do have to
admit I was hesitant to read The Dom Wars series because I had never read erotica by a male
author.Well..Lucian Bane is an amazing author, and whether or not you have the same lifestyle as
the characters it's hard not to feel a connection to them because Lucian does that good a job of
bringing them to life. His writing made me pause and evaluate my own relationship and though I
consider myself one of the lucky ones I believe there is always more to learn to better a
relationship.His storyline was definitely unique, his characters are intense but also sexy, funny, and I
was cheering for Lucian & Tara. It's amazing how they could bring out the worst and best in each
other.I love this series and recommend it along with all of his other books. I will be watching for his
next one, It can't come soon enough!
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